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                    Frequently Asked Questions

                

            
            
                
                    What is GF Oats?
GF Oats, otherwise known as Gloriously Free Oats, is a company that has long been committed to bringing Australia bloody good, clean oats! 
Unknown to many, most oats contain trace amounts of gluten due to being processed with wheat, barley and rye. This has a significant impact on the eating habits of those who suffer from digestion issues. 
After 15 years of perfecting the process, GF Oats is proud to bring you 100% uncontaminated traditional Aussie oats. Our team has worked tirelessly towards bringing you oats that are certified, tested and packed in a controlled environment. 
By controlling the process, we manage to efficiently pack and transport our oat products without compromising on quality.
All our products are tested to the standards of the Global Oats Purity Protocol. Our oats are tested right here in Australia for contamination at independent laboratories.  
To learn more about us, feel free to read our story or get in touch with one of our friendly customer service members. 
If you're on the hunt for nutritional meals that satisfy your cravings,
Gloriously Free Oats presents the perfect solution! 
GF Oats’ wide selection covers a range of products that caters to all kinds
of tastes. Whether you enjoy the hearty, chewy texture of fresh steel-cut
oats for a wholesome breakfast or the convenience of our Anzac biscuits for a nutritious on-the-go snack, we've got you covered.
We take great pride in our process. Our oats are harvested and packaged in
Australia to bring nothing but healthy goodness straight to your table. 
Our team believes that eating healthy shouldn't mean compromising on
satisfaction. That's why our oat-based products are not just loaded with
essential nutrients, but also crafted to satiate cravings in the most wholesome
way possible. 
Take control of your cravings and satisfy them with GF Oats’ healthy,
home-grown oats. 
What Other Organic Products Does GF Oats Offer?
At GF Oats, our commitment to wholesome, natural eating extends beyond our packaged oats. We offer a comprehensive array of oat products perfect for allergen-prone and health-conscious consumers. Our offerings include:
Muesli
A delightful blend of oats, dried fruits, seeds, and nuts that provide a quick, nutrient-packed start to your day. All our muesli options use GF Oats' steamed rolled oats, giving you that signature creamy taste in every bite. 
Biscuits 
Treat yourself to our delicious and bloody good biscuits! From the traditional Anzac 10-pack to the favourite chocolate chip twin pack, there's something for everyone!
Pantry Items 
Our pantry selection is filled with items that are perfect for a quick yet healthy snack. Whether you like our pancake mixes or prefer to make them from scratch using our oat flour, the options are endless. We also have some gluten-free selections in there.
We also offer a variety of kitchen products and gift items for those looking beyond food! From oat milk bags to gluten-free milk soaps, we’ve got it all. 
  

Are Oats Gluten-Free?
Due to regulatory standards in Australia, oat products aren't permitted to carry a "gluten-free" label. This stems from labelling concerns and potential cross-contamination risks. However, at GF Oats, we've gone the extra mile to ensure trust and safety in our products.
Every single batch of our oats undergoes rigorous testing for possible gluten contamination from sources like wheat, rye and barley. We understand the importance of this for those with gluten sensitivities, and we make no compromises when it comes to food safety.  
  

What Are the Benefits of Having Uncontaminated Organic Oats?
While oats around the world are considered naturally gluten-free, they can sometimes be contaminated with gluten during processing. Choosing GF Oats assures that the oats have not been contaminated with gluten during any stage of processing. 
Here are the key benefits of our Gloriously Free Oats:
  

Safe for Those with Gluten Intolerance
For individuals with coeliac disease, you need to know that a small percentage can react to the avenin in oats, and are advised to partipate in an oat challenge to ensure safety. 

The challenge is not required for non-coeliac gluten sensitivity. This is because our uncontaminated oats provide a safe and nutritious food option that should not trigger symptoms or cause intestinal damage. This means, if you have a sensitive tummy, our oats are the way to go! 
Nutrient-Rich 
Like regular oats, GF Oats are a rich source of vitamins, minerals, antioxidants and fibre. They contain key nutrients such as manganese, phosphorus, magnesium and B vitamins.
Promotes Digestive Health
The high fibre content in oats, particularly beta-glucans, can help improve digestion, reduce constipation and provide a feeling of fullness, aiding in weight management.
Supports Heart Health 
Oats contain beta-glucans which have been linked to reducing cholesterol levels, promoting heart health.
Our oats can also be used in a wide range of dishes, from breakfast porridges and granolas to baking ingredients and healthy snacks.
  
Where Are We Based?
GF Oats is proudly based in the scenic locale of Meringandan, situated in regional Queensland, just north of Toowoomba. Our operations here not only lend a unique authenticity to our brand but also allow us to cultivate and process our oats in the pristine, pollution-free environment that this region offers.
We are dedicated to making our wholesome oat products easily accessible to customers. GF Oats products are widely available across a range of retailers, both in physical stores and online. Our expansive distribution network covers supermarkets, health food stores and online marketplaces, ensuring convenient shopping for our customers wherever they may be!
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                                Register here and we will keep you up to date with our Weekly Deals
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                                    Contact Us

                                
                                
                                    
                                        Phone: (07) 4696 9475
Email: info@gfoats.com.au
Our office hours are:
Mon to Thurs 9.00am - 4.00pm
Friday 9:00 - 1pm
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                    Easter Closure

                

            

            
                We will be closed from 1pm Thursday March 28th. Orders received after 1pm will be processed when we return to work on Tuesday April 2nd.
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            By clicking enter you are verifying that you are old enough to consume alcohol.
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